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STORM SUPPLY
Storm Textil was founded by Niels Storm in 1991. We started as a printing 
company but quickly we expanded. We started producing t-shirts and 
additional products were added to the assortment over the years.

In 2005 we started selling machines to other printing productions. We have 
helped a lot of companies, all over the world, with guidance in machinery 
and what would be suitable for their production. We are also providing 
technical support and installation of the machines.

We have a big assortment of machinery that is suitable for printing 
productions. For example, transfer press, screen printing, packing, tunnel 
dryer, pre-treater, vinyl cutter, accessories and spare parts suitable for the 
different machines. 

Most of the machines, accessories and spare parts are in stock. The big 
machines as screen printing and tunnel dryers are delivered by order. 
Delivery times depends on the individual machine. 

You see a big selection of our assortment in this catalog. If you have a 
special request do not hesitate to ask. We can almost certainly help you.

You are in safe hands when purchasing machines at Storm Textil. You will 
get personal advice, guidance, and support by competent staff all the way 
through the process. After receiving the machines, we are still available 
for help and guidance. We have many years of experience and many of 
the machines for sale are used in our own production. Therefore, we have 
great knowledge and experience in usage of the machines. We can easily 
instruct you on how to make the machinery most profitable.
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TRANSMATIC TMH 17
Manual heat press with a curved top plate that favours an easy heat 
transfer printing. A transfer device insures that transfer and cloth stay firmly 
in place during processing. Electronic time and temperature regulation.

TRANSMATIC TMH 28
 › Print format: 380 x 380 mm
 › Warming plate: 380 x 380 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Wattage: 1700 Watt
 › Temperature range: 50-305 °C
 › Timer range: 0-999 s
 › Weight: 32 kg
 › Manuel opening

TRANSMATIC TMH 29
 › Print format: 380 x 450 mm
 › Warming plate: 380 x 450 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Wattage: 1700 Watt
 › Temperature range: 50-305 °C
 › Timer range: 0-999 s
 › Weight: 32 kg
 › Manuel opening

TRANSMATIC TMP 17
Pneumatic Heat press with a rotary head allowing a higher production. 
The Twin stations help to carry and to prepare the second garment 
during pressing the other piece. Electronic regulation of the time and the 
temperature. Automatic blocking system of all types of caps.

TRANSMATIC TS 3/5M
Manual heat press with lateral opening. The top plate is not fixed in a rigid 
manner to ensure an uniform pressure between the upper plate and the 
bottom plate. Electronic time and temperature regulation. Exchangeable 
under plate with rapid screw fitting. Suitable for any type of application. 
Possibility to have the cap as extra option.

 › Dimensions of the plate: 15×10 cm
 › Current: 230 V single phase
 › Power consumption: KW 0,4
 › Power consumption/h: KW/h 0,2
 › Temperature: 50-225° C
 › Time adjustable: 0-999,9 sec.
 › Pressure: 1000 gr/cm2
 › Net weight: 45.5 Kg

 › Print format: 140 x 80 mm
 › Warming plate: 140 x 80 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Wattage: 1700 Watt
 › Temperature range: 40-285 °C
 › Timer range: 0-999 s
 › Weight: 20 kg
 › Manuel opening

 › Dimensions of the plate: 15×10 cm
 › Current: 230 V single phase
 › Power consumption: KW 0,4
 › Power consumption/h: KW/h 0,2
 › Temperature: 50-225° C
 › Time adjustable: 0-999,9 sec.
 › Pressure: 1000 gr/cm2
 › Net weight: 45.5 Kg

 › Electronic and digital instruments with 
touch screen
 › Setting and storage of 4 presets
 › Automatic regulation of eventual errors
 › Daily and historical piece counter
 › Needs at least a 24 liter compressor. On the 
line it needs 6 bars
 › Nomex-cover

 › Electronic and digital instruments with 
touch screen
 › Setting and storage of 4 presets
 › Automatic regulation of eventual errors
 › Daily and historical piece counter
 › Nomex-cover
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TRANSMATIC REV 2CA
Electric working press with front opening, strong construction and good 
pressure. No compressed air needed. Electronic and digital touch screen 
with visual control of temperature,pressure and time with advice of 
eventual errors. Exchangeable under plate. Piece counter, Nomex-cover.

TRANSMATIC REV 5 S/SA
Electric heat swinger press with double plate and lateral move. Long 
lasting strong construction and a good pressure. No compressed air 
needed. Half-automatic closing and automatic opening. Electronic and 
digital instruments with visual control of temperature, time and pressure 
with advice of eventual errors. Exchangeable under plate. Possibility to 
have the cap accessory as extra option. Piece counter, Nomex-cover.

TRANSMATIC TS 5P A
Pneumatic heat press with double heating plates and moveable 
heating plate. Electronic and digital touch screen with visual control 
of temperature, pressure and time with advice of eventual errors. 
Exchangeable under plate. Possibility to have the cap accessory as extra 
option.

TRANSMATIC TS 100/70 TC
Semi automatic press with strong pressure. Electronic and digital touch 
screen with visual control of temperature, pressure and time with advice of 
eventual errors.

 › Print format: 500 x 400 mm
 › Warming plate: 500 x 400 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Wattage: 1700 Watt
 › Temperature range: 40-255 °C 
 › Timer range: 0-999 s
 › Weight: 97/144 kg

 › Print format: 500 x 400 mm
 › Warming plate: 500 x 400 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Wattage: 1700 Watt
 › Temperature range: 40-255 °C
 › Timer range: 0-999 s
 › Weight: 85/96 kg
 › Automatic opening

 › Print format: 500 x 400 mm
 › Warming plate: 500 x 400 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Wattage: 2700 Watt
 › Temperature range: 50-305
 › Timer range: 0-999 s
 › Weight: 116 kg

 › Electronic and digital instruments with touch screen
 › Setting and storage of 4 presets
 › Automatic regulation of eventual errors
 › Daily and historical piece counter
 › Needs at least a 24 liter compressor. 

On the line it needs 6 bars
 › Nomex-cover

 › Print format: 1000 x 700 mm
 › Warming plate: 500 x 400 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Wattage: 2700 Watt
 › Temperature range: 50-255 °C
 › Timer range: 0-760 s
 › Weight: 310 kg

 › Electronic and digital instruments with touch screen
 › Setting and storage of 4 presets
 › Automatic regulation of eventual errors
 › Daily and historical piece counter
 › Nomex-cover

 › Electronic and digital instruments with 
touch screen
 › Setting and storage of 4 presets
 › Automatic regulation of eventual errors
 › Daily and historical piece counter
 › Nomex-cover
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DRUCKTECH SSH 12-A
Conventional heat-press for caps; simple structure, massive design, the 
heated plate is covered with teflon, tiltable cap fixing; without transfer fixing 
device.

DRUCKTECH SP 45-S-A
A manual heat-press with a 40x50 cm membrane plate. Due to the new 
structure, T-shirts can be pulled on the workplate easily and thicker 
material also fit. The membrane plate of the heat-press can be rotated and 
replaced by smaller ones. The self-adjusting heated plate is connected 
with a plug and can be rotated 90°.

DRUCKTECH PHP45-2
Double pneumatic heat press with 40x50 cm membrane plates. Due 
to the two membrane plates productivity can be double, while power 
consumption is on the level of a single plated heat-press. Various functions 
can be set using the PLC unit of the machine. The heat-press does not 
need a separate table as it has wheeled legs.

DRUCKTECH PHP45-2R
Double pneumatic heat press with 40x50 cm membrane plates. Due 
to the two membrane plates productivity can be double, while power 
consumption is on the level of a single plated heat-press. Various functions 
can be set using the PLC unit of the machine: different time for the plates, 
automatic ironing (the heated plate goes down automatically when in right 
position) etc.

 › Print format: 150 x 200 mm
 › Cap plate: 130 x 90 mm
 › Power input: 230 V, 450 W
 › Timing range: 0-99 s
 › Pneumatic connection: 2-10 bar
 › Max. pressure on membrane: 1,5 bar
 › Normal pressure on membrane: 0,5 bar
 › Air usage: 10 l/min
 › Size: 0,35 x 0,5 x 0,4 m
 › Weight: 18 kg

 › Print format: 400 x 500 mm
 › Power input: 230 V, 450 W
 › Timing range: 0-99 s
 › Pneumatic connection: 2-10 bar
 › Max. pressure on membrane: 1,5 bar
 › Normal pressure on membrane: 0,5 bar
 › Air usage: 10 l/min
 › Size: 30 x 50 x 40 cm
 › Weight: 20 kg

 › Automatic PID temperature control
 › automatic digital time counter
 › Suppression frame made of Teflon fabric
 › Pneumatic pressure control
 › Ironing moment function
 › the plate is adjustable, interchangeable
 › Adjustable table - hotplate removal
 › low compressed air consumption

 › Plate, heated plate: 40x50 cm
 › Membrane plate
 › Changeable plate
 › Traditional plate
 › Autorelease
 › Power: 230 V / 2100 W
 › Compressed air consumption: 45
 › Max. pressing power: 0,7
 › Max. material thickness: 3 cm
 › Size: 80x170x150 cm
 › Weight: 200 kg

 › Automatic movement of heated plate after moving 
the heated plate (can be switched on or off)

 › Self-adjusting heated-plate
 › Safety frame
 › Different time setting for the 2 plates
 › The flat membrane plates work as a traditional 

workplate if used without compressed air.
 › Changeable, rotatable workplate.

 › Plate, heated plate: 40 x 50 cm
 › Membrane plate
 › Changeable plate
 › Traditional plate
 › Autorelease
 › Power: 230 V / 2100 W
 › Compressed air consumption: 45
 › Max. pressing power: 0,7
 › Max. material thickness: 3 cm
 › Size: 80x120x150 cm
 › Weight: 180 kg

 › Automatic PID temperature control
 › Automatic digital time counter
 › Pneumatic pressure control
 › Hot plate with teflon fabric covering
 › Ironing moment function
 › Interchangeable table
 › Adjustable hot plate distance
 › Low compressed air consumption

 › Automatic movement of heated plate after 
moving the heated plate (can be switched 
on or off)
 › Self-adjusting heated-plate
 › Safety frame
 › Different time setting for the 2 plates
 › The flat membrane plates work as a 
traditional workplate if used without 
compressed air.
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SCHULZE SWING X
The SCHULZE Swing S / SX series can be seen as a highlight among 
the manual transfer presses. The Schulze Swing S series not only opens 
automatically. No! The heating plate is also automatically moved to the 
side. So you only need to worry about inserting the textile part. Regardless 
of whether you use the SCHULZE Swing S/SX series for caps, umbrellas, 
bags or many other things.

SCHULZE AIRPRESS X
Double pneumatic transfer press, semi automatisk top model. Print can 
be adjusted by air manometer which also ensures the same pressure 
regardless the quality of the garment. Digital temperature and time control. 
It opens automatically when the transfer is done. The underplates come in 
different sizes. Machine is delivered as on the photo, incl. table.

SCHULZE BLUE PRESS SWING

SCHULZE BIG LITE PNEU PRESS

 › Print format: 400 x 500 mm
 › Machine size: 1840 x 860 x 940 mm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Temperature: max. 220 C
 › Temperature accurancy +- 0,5%
 › Heating capacity: 2.4 kW
 › Preheating time: 12 min
 › Time setting: max. 12 min
 › Contact pressure: max. 1050 kg
 › Weight: 90 kg

 › Print format: 400 x 500 mm
 › Machine size: 170 x 60 x 85 cm
 › Power input: 230 V
 › Temperature: max. 220 °C
 › Temperature accurancy: +- 0,5%
 › Heating capacity: 2 kW
 › Preheating time 12 min
 › Time setting: max 9 min 59 sec.
 › Contact pressure: max. 1050 kg
 › Weight: 160 kg
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TABLE
Under table with large shelf.

SCHULZE PRETREATMAKER IV
The Schulze PRETREATmaker IV is an automatic high-end pretreatment 
machine for professional high volume customers resulting from consistent 
refinement and trend insights. As a novelty the unit is equipped with a 
multiphase motor (step motor). This Pretreatment Machine does have a 
total of 4 spray valves which can be individually switched on or off. The 
maximum spray area is 16 in width and 24 in length. The width can be 
regulated by switching the 4 spray nozzle valves on or off.

TRANSMATIC AND SCHULZE 
BOTTOM PLATES AND PALLETS
Under table with large shelf.

 › Max load: 150 kg
 › Size: 90 x 73 x 75 cm

 › Flexible and Consistent Spray Amount Adjustment
 › Flexible and Accurate Spray Length Adjustment: 1 inches to 20 inches
 › 4 Spray Nozzles
 › Spray Area: 16 x 24 cm
 › Most Advanced Touch Screen Control
 › Barcode Integration Capability

 › Transmatic pallets
 › 13 x 13 cm
 › 15 x 15 cm
 › 38 x 10 cm
 › 20 x 30 cm
 › 38 x 18 cm
 › 38 x 28 cm
 › 30 x 35 cm
 › 38 x 38 cm
 › 50 x 40 cm

 › Schulze pallets
 › Baseplate straight 12 x 12 cm
 › Baseplate straight 20 x 20 cm
 › Sleeve palette 10 x 45 cm
 › Baseplate straight 25 x 25 cm
 › Baseplate 38 x 45 cm
 › Baseplate 40 x 50 cm
 › Baseplate oval ca. 23 x 41 cm
 › Baseplate round Ø 130mm
 › Baseplate round Ø 180mm
 › Baseplate for cap press 8 x 16 cm
 › Baseplate 15 x 15 cm
 › Baseplate set for round label
 › Baseplate 28 x 35 cm
 › Baseplate for textile printing 40 x 50 cm
 › Baseplate 10 x 13 cm 
 › Baseplate 22 x 32 cm
 › Baseplate 70 x 100 cm
 › Base plate for shoes 40 x 50 cm
 › Baseplate polo 30 x 50 cm
 › Baseplate for DTG 38 x 45 cm
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DIRECT TO FILM
DTF
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HANRUN PAPER DTF PRO A330
Hanrun paper® PRO-A330 DTF printer is a DTF printer specially developed 
for those customers who pursue high quality and do not need large-width 
machines. The pro series has higher continuous printing stability, more 
software compatibility , better printing fineness and it also has a half year 
longer warranty.

The DTF printing device is the market’s most advanced DTF solution. 
In comparison to other hardware systems, the DTF printer has a lot of 
advantages compares to other machines (including Toner Transfer, or even 
high-end DTG). Works on both white and dark textiles and works with a 
variety of fabric styles (cotton, poly, blends, leathers, denim, and more).

HANRUN PAPER DTF PRO A602
(2XWHITE PRINTHEADS)
Hanrun paper® PRO-A602 is a DTF printer specially developed for those 
customers who pursue high quality and mass production. The Pro series is 
a high-end flagship series developed by us, compared with the EVO series, 
the pro series has higher continuous printing stability, more software 
compatibility, better printing fineness and it also has a half year longer 
warranty.

HANRUN PAPER DTF PRO A604
(4XWHITE PRINTHEADS)
Hanrun paper® PRO-A604 is a DTF printer specially developed for those 
customers who pursue high quality and mass production. The Pro series is 
a high-end flagship series developed by us, compared with the EVO series, 
the pro series has higher continuous printing stability, more software 
compatibility, better printing fineness and it also has a half year longer 
warranty.

HANRUN PAPER DTF PRO A604
(FLUORESCENT PRINTER)
DTF printing is a new technology to replace the printing on fabric that uses 
laser printers and DTG (direct to fabric printing) to heat transfer T-shirt 
paper. DTF printing technique has several advantages, including lower 
investment, no pretreatment, and easier to use; and a broader range of 
applications, including a variety of dark and light-colored fabrics. DTF PRO 
A602 is a new printer designed by Hanrun paper with 3 print heads and 9 
ink cartridges.

 › Ultimate professional performance
 › Lower power consumption, stronger performance
 › 30% better color reproduction than evo series
 › Better software compatibility
 › Faster printing speed and higher precision

 › 3 EPSON I3200 and 9 ink cartridges
 › CMYK printing & 9 multi-color fluorescent printing
 › Adaptive unwinder
 › Cost effective

 › 4 x Epson I3200 Printhead
 › 600mm/24” print width
 › 9 color scheme
 › Perfect for gradient color

 › 4 x Epson I3200 Printhead
 › 600mm/24” print width
 › 9 color scheme
 › Perfect for gradient color
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HANRUN PAPER B301 DTF POWDER SHAKER
Hanrun paper developed B301 DTF powder shaker for 300 wide format 
DTF printers. B301 DTF Powder Shaking machine has a Flat stainless steel 
non-suction platform, but the tunnel drying ability is great.

The top can manually adjust the powder feeding direction, and the powder 
feeding amount can be automatically controlled to reduce the difficulty 
of operation. High-speed drying can also meet the high-speed printing 
requirements of the PRO DTF printer series.

HANRUN PAPER B602 DTF POWDER SHAKER
Hanrun paper developed 2 different powder shakers, for 600 wide format 
DTF printer. B601 DTF powder shaking machine has a arch bridge 
stainless steel non-suction platform, the longer width effectively extends 
the heating duration of the medium in the tunnel.

For B602, which has the mesh belt conveyor belt suction platform is very 
flexible, which is more suitable for single-piece cutting and rewinding 
baking, which can effectively prevent the media from arching and 
deformation during baking. You can boost your production efficiency and 
quality using a combination of PRO A600 2 head DTF printer and B603 
powder shaker machine.

HANRUN PAPER B603 DTF POWDER SHAKER
In addition to printing speed, another critical factor determining DTF 
printer’s production efficiency is the working efficiency of the powder 
shaker. You may need to dry the film before rewinding after printing the 
white ink and sprinkling the hot melt powder. Ordinary powder shaker 
drying can’t adapt to the high-speed printing speed of the 4-head 
machine, so we developed B603 

Powder Shaker with overall improved performance. It has an extended 
mesh belt and an efficient suction platform, effectively increasing the 
speed and preventing the film from arching. The inside of the tunnel is 
heated at a constant temperature and is evenly heated, which can ensure 
that the film does not buckle during the drying process.

HANRUN PAPER SMOKE PURIFIER P002 FOR 
DTF PRINTER
Hanrun paper P002 smoke purifier is designed for DTF printers that need 
smoke discharge, like Hanrun Paper DTF PRO series. The appearance 
is the fuselage integrated design, sturdy and durable. And the product is 
smaller in size, does not need to be installed, and is easy to move. The air 
volume is large, the wind speed is uniform and stable, the suction force is 
large, and the filtering effect is good. And optimized noise, less noise every 
time you use it.

 › Shake the powder evenly
 › Convenient operation
 › Automatic rolling

 › Air Suction adjustment
 › Reduce the possibility of arching deformation
 › Constant temperature heating
 › Automatic rolling

 › Suitable for 4-head high-speed printer
 › Reduce the possibility of arching deformation
 › Constant temperature heating
 › Efficient drying rate adapts to 4-head printer

 › Enhanced suction and purification capabilities
 › Small size, and is easy to move
 › Less noise
 › High-efficiency filter with better filtering effect
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HANRUN PAPER EVO A-1200 DTF PRINTER
In our easy-to-use EVO series, we introduce the EVO-A1200 DTF printer 
that unlocks the potential for high output and print speed. Equipped with 5 
Epson i3200 print heads, it offers an exceptional printing speed of 50m2/h 
in 4 passes.

With a print width of 1200mm, experience accelerated productivity and 
achieve amazing results at incredible speed. Enhance your printing 
capabilities and meet your deadlines effortlessly. 

HANRUN PAPER EVO A-604 DTF PRINTER
Are you searching for a reliable DTF printer to take your printing business 
to the next level? Look no further than our latest model, designed 
specifically for users who are seeking to increase their production scale. 
The EVO A-604 DTF printer utilizes four printheads design, including two 
color ink heads and two white ink heads, providing significantly improved 
production efficiency compared to the EVO-A600. As a trusted supplier 
and factory, Hanrun Paper offers superior quality components, advanced 
technology, comprehensive technical support, and after-sales services to 
ensure maximum productivity and success. 

HANRUN PAPER EVO A-602 DTF PRINTER
This EVO A-602 DTF printer features four Epson i3200 printheads and uses 
an eight-color scheme with both fluorescent and spot colors. In addition 
to its fast and stable printing capabilities, it produces vibrant colors with 
minimal color deviation.

The EVO A-602 is a cost-effective solution that doubles the productivity of 
DTG printing, making it an excellent choice for creating custom designs on 
T-shirts, hoodies, caps, jeans, and other personalized products. Whether 
you’re a small business owner or a large-scale manufacturer, this printer 
offers efficient and economical printing without sacrificing quality.

HANRUN PAPER EVO A-600 DTF PRINTER
In recent years, we pay more and more attention to innovation in the 
research and development of DTF machines. This new EVO 600 DTF 
Printer has ultra-high automation and intelligent functions, which can 
realize innovative functions such as automatic heating, automatic cleaning, 
automatic monitoring, automatic moisturizing, multi-printer management 
control, etc. It is very suitable for long time stable printing and mass 
production.

 › 5 EPSON i3200-A1
 › Max. printing width 1200mm
 › Scalable production, 50m2/h
 › High-efficiency multi-printer control

 › 4 EPSON i3200-A1
 › Improve production efficiency
 › High-efficiency multi-printer control
 › Reduce energy consumption

 › 4 EPSON i3200-A1
 › 9 of fluorescent/spot/gradient color
 › More vivid and brilliant color
 › Higher coverage capacity

 › 2 EPSON i3200-A1
 › Installation-free, adjustment-free
 › Tension release system
 › Spare white ink shaking system
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HANRUN PAPER H-1804 INDUSTRIAL UV 
PRINTER
In order to improve the efficiency of multifunctional UV printers, we 
developed this 1.8m printing-width printer. This printer is simple to operate 
and very stable. At the same time, we developed 12 different printing 
solutions for the machine to suit different application scenarios. In the 
golden varnish scheme, you can use the golden film and laminating 
machine to bring a gold effect to your pattern. And 1.8m longer printing 
width can further improve UV production, suitable for most flat materials 
and personalized printing film.

HANRUN PAPER EVO A-450 DTF PRINTER
In the process of continuous market research, Hanrun Paper has observed 
that many DTF printing users have higher printing requirements but are 
constrained by limited space, so we launched the new Hanrun Paper EVO 
A-450 DTF printer to meet the requirements of such customers. The EVO 
A-450 DTF printing machine has been carefully designed and engineered 
to optimize your printing experience while conserving space.

The EVO A-450 DTF printer sets itself apart by accommodating various 
image sizes, surpassing the capabilities of standard A3 printers. With the 
capability to print designs of any size up to 450mm, this printer unlocks a 
world of creative possibilities for users.

 › 7-color natural&vivid printing
 › Accommodate more different image sizes
 › Printheads installation-free 
 › White ink filtration & circulation system

 › Up to 1750mm printing width
 › 12 different printing solutions
 › 4 i3200-U1 Print heads
 › Water- cooling UV lamp
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HANRUN PAPER PRO A-1200 DTF PRINTER 
(48” 4 HEADS 9 COLOR GRADIENT COLOR)
Hanrun paper PRO A-1200 DTF large format DTF printer has upgraded a 
new color scheme: CMYK+W+LC/LM/LK/LLK 9-color scheme, a new color 
management system, which solves the problem of noise in printing light-
colored patterns in the past. And the gradient area has better performance 
than before; the nozzle protection device can effectively protect the nozzle 
during the printing process and reduce the probability of physical damage. 

 › 4 x Epson I3200 Printhead
 › 1200mm/48” print width
 › 9 color scheme
 › Perfect for gradient color

 › 2 Epson I3200 printheads
 › Highly cost effective
 › Heated feeding and printing platform
 › User friendly visualable control console

 › Automatic powder recovery
 › More efficient and stable drying
 › Easy to operate, labor saving
 › High-end control panel

HANRUN PAPER SEN-A331 ALL-IN-ONE DTF 
PRINTER
To further improve the experience of DTF users while ensuring a stable 
printing quality, Hanrun paper technical team has studied the integrated 
technology of printing shaking powder and drying. Till 2022, we obtained 
three patents for utility models, including an integrated uniform heating 
device and a printing deviation correction device. And we finally launched 
a brand new All-In-One DTF printer, SEN-331, which assembles the printer 
and the powder shaker. This printer has a number of advantages over other 
technologies, such as thermal transfer and even high-end DTG. Suitable 
for both white and dark textiles, and compatible with a wide range of fabric 
types (cotton, polyester, blends, leather, jeans, etc).

HANRUN PAPER B604 DTF POWDER SHAKER 
WITH AUTOMATIC POWDER RECYCLING 
SYSTEM
In order to further improve the efficiency of the DTF printer, we have 
upgraded the powder shaker to solve the tedious manual powder recovery 
process in the past. An automatic powder recovery system has been 
installed inside the DTF powder shaker.

A filter has been added to filter out unnecessary dust and dust impurities, 
so that the recovered hot melt powder is cleaner. It can effectively improve 
the utilization rate of hot melt powder, making the machine operation more 
time-saving and labor-saving than before, and you can get the maximum 
benefit in the simplest way.
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HANRUN PAPER UV DTF PRO INK
Hanrun Paper UV DTF PRO professional grade UV curable ink is designed 
for UV DTF printing. The colors are vibrant and bright with good fluency 
and stability and have good anti-sun and anti-humidity abilities to be 
durable and intense in color output, making it the best choice for UV DTF 
substrate printing. It’s eco-friendly and harmless, without volatile solvents.

HANRUN PAPER GLOSS HOT STAMPING 
VARNISH
Hot stamping varnish is a special gloss varnish that we use it with gloden 
foil or silver foil to add a special effect for your pattern. This ink has good 
flexibility after UV curing, is not easy to break, has low odor, low volatility, 
no harmful organic compounds, and has excellent continuous production 
performance in the uv printer.

HANRUN PAPER GLOSS HOT STAMPING 
VARNISH
Hot stamping varnish is a special gloss varnish that we use it with gloden 
foil or silver foil to add a special effect for your pattern. This ink has good 
flexibility after UV curing, is not easy to break, has low odor, low volatility, 
no harmful organic compounds, and has excellent continuous production 
performance in the uv printer.

 › Vibrant and bright colors
 › Good fluency and stability
 › Strong sun resistance, moisture resistance and adhesion
 › Eco-friendly and harmless

 › Transparent uv varnish
 › For hot stamping foil
 › Sharp and clear pattern lines
 › Suitable for a variety of media

 › Transparent uv varnish
 › For hot stamping foil
 › Sharp and clear pattern lines
 › Suitable for a variety of media
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HANRUN PAPER DTF INK
Compared with the Evo version of DTF ink, the Pro high-end series inks 
that we have developed at the same time have better color performance, 
better stability of continuous printing, and can print longer format under 
the same conditions.

This waterbase pigment ink is designed for printing on DTF, or direct 
transfer film, which is a new technology for garments heat transfer-digital 
heat transfer. These DTF Inks suit for different films and the finished 
garment will not residue oil. Compared to EVO DTF Ink, PRO DTF Ink has 
better Imprint clarity and enhanced vividness.

HANRUN PAPER PRO DTF INK SPOT COLORS
Now people are tended to use colorful and unique patterns. Hanrun 
Paper provides DTF ink of spot colors and fluorscent color to meet those 
personalized requirements. We know that the images are in the RGB color 
mode on the computer, and when it comes to digital garment printing, 
we use the CMYK color mode. But due to the gap between the two color 
gamuts, the red, green, blue, and orange you see in print and the ones you 
see on your screen will be different. Therefore, Hanrun Paper launched four 
spot colors to resolve the color differences, create a wider color gamut, 
and restore delicate and rich hues. 

 › R/G/B/OR color provide high color accuracy
 › Simulate well vivid and actual colors
 › Better color coverage on fabrics
 › Wider range of colors

HANRUN PAPER DTF FLUORESCENT INK
The combination of fluorescent color and white ink enables fluorescent 
paint ink to be used in DTF digital printing solutions.This innovation gives 
DTF more possibilities at the application level. Compared with traditional 
fluorescent Heat transfer vinyl, DTF film is much more convenient and 
flexible and it’s also a very easy-to-use technology.Our DTF inks are High 
color density and they have bright color and good fluency. No blocking the 
print nozzle and bleeding after printing. So you don’t need to worry about 
rubbing. The white ink doesn’t cast color and it has a strong covering 
ability.

 › Water-based inks suitable for DTF
 › Vibrant tones and high flexibility
 › Neon magenta, yellow, orange, green
 › 1L/5L/20L /Bottle

HANRUN PAPER DTF GRADIENT INK
This DTF Gradient Ink is specially designed for printing on DTF or Direct 
Transfer Film to meet some customers’ demands for high-quality image 
quality. The CMYK+W DTF water-based pigment ink is the most common 
color scheme in the market. To solve this, we developed a 9-color printing 
solution, adding LC/LM/LK/LLK based on CMYK and W. Using this 9 color 
scheme, you can print more vibrant and realistic images. 

 › Less graininess and smoother gradients
 › Gradient color printable
 › Vibrant tones and high flexibility
 › 1KG/5KG/Bottle
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DTF HOT MELT POWDER
& BLACK HOT MELT POWDER
This powder is designed for printing on DTF, or direct transfer film, which 
is a new technology for T-shirt heat transfer-digital offset heat transfer. You 
can use our DTF printer to freely print the designed pattern on the coated 
PET film, then cover the printed pattern by this powder, and then transfer 
it to various  fabric by heat transfer machine or electric iron. Medium or 
fine white adhesive powder to be applied for form a adhesive layer after 
the DTF printing process. Specially formulated thermoplastic polyurethane 
(TPU) hot melt adhesive powder, also referred to as PET film powder, 
adhesive powder.

DISPENSER FOR APPLICATION TAPES UP TO 
AND INCLUDING 61 CM
Dispenser for application tapes up to and including 61 cm. Due to the 
functional design, transfer films with a larger width can also be used

PRO 100U HOT PEEL DTF FILM A3
 › 75µ matt matt double side hot peel
 › 100µ matt matt double side hot peel

HANRUN PAPER DTF 
FOIL ROLL 60CM X 
100M
 › 100µ cold peel matt glossy single side
 › 100µ cold peel matt matt double side
 › 100µ hot peel matt glossy single side
 › 100µ hot peel matt matt double side

HANRUN PAPER DTF 
FOIL ROLL 120CM X 
100M
 › 100µ cold peel matt glossy single side
 › 100µ cold peel matt matt double side
 › 100µ hot peel matt glossy single side
 › 100µ hot peel matt matt double side
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BOTTLE WITH SPOUT 250ML

SAFE CUTTER

OMNIFIX SYRINGE 60ML

HANRUN PAPER DTF CLEANING SOULTION 
PRINTHEAD

HANRUN PAPER DTF CLEANING SOULTION
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DTF CUTTER SC-A3 PLUS CUTTING MACHINE
A CNC flatbed cutter with conveyor feeding .it is mainly used to cut soft 
media without a cutting die. it is an efficient solution of perforation cutting, 
half cutting, creasing, marking, etc.

 › Cutter Blade Diameters: ø1.5mm, ø2.0mm
 › Max Cutting Speed: 600mm /s
 › Max Cutting Force: 600G / 5.8N in 8 steps

REFINE MH721
 › Media width: 500 x 500 mm
 › Cutting area: 600 mm x 50 mm
 › Cutting speed: 113 m/s, diagonal
 › Adjustable knife pressure: 0-400 g
 › Connection via USB, Serial RS 232
 › Software included, Signmaster (Windows)
 › Cutter control
 › Macsign cut cutting software

SUBLISTAR SC-6090 FLATBED DTF CUTTER
A CNC flatbed cutter with conveyor feeding, it is mainly used to cut soft 
media without a cutting die such as Cardbord, Vinyl Sticker, Label, PVC, 
PET Film, PP Film, Reflective Film, Adhesive Sticker, Magnetic Sticker… 
It is an efficient solution of perforation cutting, half cutting, creasing, 
marking, etc.

 › Working Size: 610 x 900mm
 › Max. Cutting Speed: 600mm/s
 › Max. Cutting Force: 600G / 5.8N in 8 steps

HELITIN R-720
The Schulze PRETREATmaker IV is an automatic high-end pretreatment 
machine for professional high volume customers resulting from consistent 
refinement and trend insights. As a novelty the unit is equipped with a 
multiphase motor (step motor). This Pretreatment Machine does have a 
total of 4 spray valves which can be individually switched on or off. The 
maximum spray area is 16” in width and 24” in length. The width can be 
regulated by switching the 4 spray nozzle valves on or off.

 › Flexible and Consistent Spray Amount Adjustment
 › Flexible and Accurate Spray Length Adjustment: 1 inches to 20 inches
 › 4 Spray Nozzles
 › Spray Area: 16” x 24”
 › Most Advanced Touch Screen Control
 › Barcode Integration Capability
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VISIT STORMSUPPLY
ONLINE

WWW.STORMSUPPLY.DK
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SUMMA D60
 › Media width: 500 x 500 mm
 › Cutting area: 600 mm x 50 mm
 › Cutting speed: 113 m/s, diagonal
 › Adjustable knife pressure: 0-400 g
 › Connection via USB, Serial RS 232
 › Software included, WinPlotTM and MacSignTM
 › Cutter control

VINYL FOIL
We offer vinyl foil - the same assortment, we use for vinyl transfer orders. 
They can be transferred to a wide range of materials with heat and 
pressure. For example, you can make cuts of logos, texts, and patterns. 
Then, with a heat-press, you can transfer your design to fabric. In our 
assortment, there are all kinds of films for any applications; thick, thin, 
matt, glossy, transparent, with glitter, hologram, reflective, metallic, 
luminescent, fluorescent. We have also white, printable foils, where first 
you print and cut a motif, then, with a heat press, transfer it to fabric.
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ROQPRINT NANO
30 years of knowledge, experience and engineering condensed into a 
powerful screen printing machine for small prints. This screen printing 
machine is offered in one configuration, 10 pallets and 4 colors. The 
maximum printing area is 200mm by 200mm. This screen printing machine 
is an extremely powerful platform for printing smaller areas, such as 
t-shirts, sleeves or tags. It outputs an impressive 1200 pieces per hour. 
It uses specially designed flash units that are already embedded in the 
machine itself.

It was designed to be small and still keep all the qualities of the ROQ 
screen printing machines, namely, the quality, durability, precision and 
reliability. Its smaller size makes it a perfect screen printing machine for 
smaller shops or to complement bigger machines. Having these market 
necessities in mind the ROQprint NANO was designed to fit through doors 
(the base of the machine is 800mm wide) and it can be moved without the 
need to level the machine lending the machine a unique set of uses and 
purposes.

 › Aluminum honeycomb pallets
 › Squeegees with pneumatic movement
 › Independent control panel on all print heads
 › Choice of pneumatic screen holder: ”U” clamp or pin system
 › Print head central elevation
 › Frequency drive rotation system for a quick and smooth index
 › Print heads with high-lift position for quick and easy screen cleaning
 › Central control panel with polycromatic LCD touch screen
 › Micro registration screen system with vernier scale
 › Individual controls for managing print and flood speed, height and angle of the squeegees 
and stroke length
 › NUMBER OF COLORS: 4
 › NUMBER OF PALLETS: 10

ROQPRINT YOU
A screen printing machine must be robust, fast, reliable and precise. 
The ROQprint You is all of that and more. It is a performer. Elegant, the 
ROQprint You draws its strengths from the clever engineering applied on 
to it by ROQ. This screen printing machine uses top quality materials and 
best practices during its production. Innovating many times the processes 
and technics ROQ has improved the quality of its screen printing 
machines for over 3 decades now. Today the aim is the same that it was 
in the beginning as S. Roque. to create, produce and deliver top quality 
machines that last for decades.
 ›
 › Aluminum honeycomb pallets
 › Squeegees with electric movement with ac variator
 › Independent control panel on all print heads
 › Choice of pneumatic screen holder: ”U” clamp or pin system
 › Print head central elevation
 › Frequency drive rotation system for a quick and smooth index
 › Print heads with high-lift position for quick and easy screen cleaning
 › Central control panel with polycromatic LCD touch screen
 › Micro registration screen system with vernier scale
 › Individual controls for managing print and flood speed, height and angle of the squeegees 
and stroke length
 › NUMBER OF COLORS (MAX):  7-20
 › NUMBER OF PALLETS:  8-22
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ROQPRINT NEXT
30 years of knowledge, experience and engineering condensed into a 
powerful screen printing machine for small prints. This screen printing 
machine is offered in one configuration, 10 pallets and 4 colors. The 
maximum printing area is 200mm by 200mm. This screen printing machine 
is an extremely powerful platform for printing smaller areas, such as 
t-shirts, sleeves or tags. It outputs an impressive 1200 pieces per hour. 
It uses specially designed flash units that are already embedded in the 
machine itself.

It was designed to be small and still keep all the qualities of the ROQ 
screen printing machines, namely, the quality, durability, precision and 
reliability. Its smaller size makes it a perfect screen printing machine for 
smaller shops or to complement bigger machines. Having these market 
necessities in mind the ROQprint NANO was designed to fit through doors 
(the base of the machine is 800mm wide) and it can be moved without the 
need to level the machine lending the machine a unique set of uses and 
purposes.

 › Aluminum honeycomb pallets
 › Squeegees with electric movement with ac variator
 › Independent control panel on all print heads
 › Choice of pneumatic screen holder: ”U” clamp or pin system
 › Print head independent elevation
 › AC servo-motor rotation system
 › Central control panel with Polychromatic LCD touch screen (10”)
 › Micro registration screen system with vernier scale
 › Individual controls for managing print and flood speed, height and angle of the squeegees 
and stroke length
 › Placement of the Flash Cure units under the print head
 › NUMBER OF COLORS: 6-18
 › NUMBER OF PALLETS: 8-20

ROQPRINT ECO
A screen printing machine must be robust, fast, reliable and precise. 
The ROQprint You is all of that and more. It is a performer. Elegant, the 
ROQprint You draws its strengths from the clever engineering applied on 
to it by ROQ. This screen printing machine uses top quality materials and 
best practices during its production. Innovating many times the processes 
and technics ROQ has improved the quality of its screen printing 
machines for over 3 decades now. Today the aim is the same that it was 
in the beginning as S. Roque. to create, produce and deliver top quality 
machines that last for decades.

 › Aluminum honeycomb pallets
 › Squeegees with electric movement with ac variator
 › Independent control panel on all print heads
 › Choice of pneumatic screen holder: ”U” clamp or pin system
 › Print head central elevation
 › Frequency drive rotation system for a quick and smooth index
 › Print heads with high-lift position for quick and easy screen cleaning
 › Central control panel with polycromatic LCD touch screen
 › Micro registration screen system with vernier scale
 › Individual controls for managing print and flood speed, height and angle of the squeegees 
and stroke length
 › NUMBER OF COLORS (MAX):  7-20
 › NUMBER OF PALLETS:  8-22
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ROQDRY RUN
ROQdry RUN, is a flash cure unit that can answer to any need that a printer 
can have. After exploring, experimenting and evolving the technology of 
the flash units ROQ decided to create the ROQdry RUN. A powerful and 
versatile platform it is a construction optimized for performance.

ROQDRY EVOLUTION
The ROQ flash – ROQdry EVOLUTION, also known as EVO, is a flash cure 
unit that is extremely versatile. It was design with an extendable arm and 
a hood that rotates 90 degrees so that the EVO can adapt to any situation. 
The software allows for several EVO units to be turned on sequentially, this 
avoids energy spikes to your electrical structure.

ROQDRY ECO
ROQdry ECO is one of the models of the line ROQdry. It is completely 
automatic when connected to a ROQ automatic screen printing machine. 
It’s dimensions allow for it to be placed under a printing head and at the 
same time the power to flash cure in a reliable and efficient way. In the 
ROQdry ECO you can choose the flash cure area as well the temperature 
and the time.

ROQPRESS IRON
At ROQ we create, design and build automatic screen printing machines. 
Both Oval and carousel. These screen printing machines in average output 
1000 pieces per hour. With the same traits across the board, quality, 
durability, precision and updated with innovations every year. ROQ created 
a series of modules to complement the screen printing activity.

A series of different dryers, a module to foil automatically (the ROQpress 
Foil) in the middle of the screen printing job a module to flock also in the 
middle of the screen printing process (the ROQflock). The ROQasp was 
designed to complement the ROQflock.

 › Analogic control panel
 › 3 selectable drying areas
 › Controlable temperature
 › Heat transmission by convection and radiation
 › Suitable for larger drying areas
 › Test function
 › Several power options available

 › Digital control panel to regulate the time, the temperature and the area of drying
 › Heat transmission by convection and radiation
 › Suitable for larger drying areas

 › Control panel to regulate the time, the temperature and the area of drying
 › Heat transmission by convection and radiation

 › ROQASP is designed to vacuum excess flock after the flocking process
 › This accessory is mounted on a print head and is fully compatible with the ROQ automatic 
screen printing machines
 › Available in two widths: 620 mm/24” and 470 mm/18”
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ROQPACK
The ROQpack is a packing machine developed in order to provide high 
profitability and speed. Due to its performance it is one of the most 
relevant tools in the market regarding packaging of clothing pieces. This 
automatic packaging machine, conceived by ROQ, works with two large 
plastic reels (quick and easy to replace). The reels spread the top and 
bottom of the bag that is welded on the sides and closed on the bottom 
using the same welding process. The top is a flap that closes the bag. It is 
designed to pack batches of several pieces of any type or format: t-shirts, 
sweat-shirts, polos, shirts, trousers, skirts, towels, etc. The pieces need 
to be loaded into the machine already folded. This part can be automated 
with a ROQfold.

ROQFOLD
ROQ’s folding machine, the ROQfold is a player of quality in the market 
for automatic textile folding. It folds any kind and shape of clothing such 
as t-shirts, sweatshirts, polos – short or long sleeves – trousers, skirts, 
dresses, etc. It is capable of a normal production of 800 pieces/hour. It 
needs only one operator to load the pieces. For the rest of process it is 
just needed the initial configuration of the lengths of the folds a type of 
folds (depending on the dimensions and type of the pieces) and then after 
this, it is an automated process. The machine can be run automatically or 
the operator can activate the machine by using a pedal. The speed of the 
machine is defined by the loader so that the work is properly done. The 
ROQfold, folding machine is fast, extremely accurate, super easy to use, 
very economical and efficient, with a very low maintenance it is extremely 
durable. Regarding durable, this project started in the 90’s where ROQ, S. 
Roque at the time, sold several ROQfold machines. To our knowledge, all 
of them are still working and requesting very low maintenance still today. It 
is an older model with fewer features but it asserts the longevity of this new 
model in decades.

ROQLABEL A
The ROQLABEL A applies directly and automatically the labels in the 
garment. This machine is designed to working in conjunction with the 
ROQFOLD, and no operator is needed. Both machines connect and 
synchronize speeds so that they work at the same pace. If not the 
machine just needs to be supplied. Positioned at the ROQFOLD exit, the 
ROQLABEL A simplifies setup, label loading, and label positioning. The 
applicator control is made in the ROQFOLD control panel. ROQLABEL 
A use labels up to 80 mm wide, and rolls up to outside 300mm diameter 
and 76 mm coil roll diameter. This module, ad more value to the automatic 
process of packing. Cut in labor, save time and money!
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SCREEN PRINTING PALLETS
The pallet is a central part of the screen printing process. At ROQ a 
great deal of attention was given to the design, materials, functions and 
construction of the screen printing pallets. The screen printing pallet is 
that part of the machine that subjected to most of the physical stress of 
the screen printing process, the pressure, rotation, temperature variations, 
etc. So having all of that in mind ROQ spent time and resources looking 
for a solution that improved greatly the screen printing. After several tests 
and tries ROQ came to results. The solution to be able to deliver high 
performance screen printing pallets was in the materials and specially the 
architecture inside the pallet.

  › Standard

 › Standard  › Bags  › Socks

 › Tights  › Sleeves

 › T-shirt  › Umbrella
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ROQTUNNEL
ROQ offers a full line of automated screen printing machines. Both 
carousel and oval screen printing machines. When it comes down to dryers 
to complement the screen printing line, ROQ offers the ROQtunnel. At 
first sight it could be understood as a paradox but in truth the ROQtunnel 
is not one dryer but a powerful platform. This extremely developed and 
sophisticated platform has been refined over the last 30 years with the 
collaboration of many, many specialists and customers around the world. 
In different conditions, environments and curing different materials and 
technics. Today its versatility is absolute. The ROQtunnel was thought to 
be adapted to every screen printing shop and to complement any screen 
printing machines no matter the environmental conditions or the type of 
power available. The ROQtunnel can be run with electricity or with gas or 
even with both allowing the printer to switch from electricity to gas and 
from gas to electricity with a button. This feature is a must have for a dryer 
that is global. Only with this it can adapt to the needs of every market.

 › Thermal insulation of high density rockwool panels
 › Axial flow fan for a constant hot-air circulation
 › Air purification filter for the burner
 › Antistatic and resistant mesh conveyor high tensile strength PTFE coated belt
 › Digital temperature display
 › Internal exhaustion header system per module
 › Contact temperature control
 › Min temp 90°C – Max temp 200°C
 › Option of 2 conveyors with independent speed and direction (optional)
 › Different length’s entry/exit openings (optional);
 › GP (optional)
 › ROQTUNNEL powered by gas, Electricity or Both (optional)
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LUX DRYER LED
The LUXDRYER LED is a machine suitable to expose screen printing 
screen. The machine is equipped with special UV SPECIAL LEDS for 
faster screen exposure and maximum detail. The LUXDRYER LED is fully 
automatic and is equipped with a pressure meter for the vacuum to prevent 
accidental opening from screens.

LUX DRAWER
Exposure unit UV LED to be used in screens made by CTS (computer to 
screen)

BACPRINT AUTO TEXTILE
The BACPRINT AUTO TEXTILE is a semi-automatic washing and stripping 
to be used in screen printing screens. The BACPRINT AUTO TEXTILE 
is equipped with an internal tank capable to store up to 300 litters from 
chemical.  The BACPRINT AUTO TEXTILE uses chemicals in closed loop 
circuit to achieve an optimal screen cleaning cost. The BACPRINT AUTO 
TEXTILE is capable to wash and strip screens that have been used with: 
Plastisol; water and UV inks.

BACPRINT AUTO DEVELOPING
Automatic screen developing machine
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TEX WORK DOUBLE
The TEXWORK DOUBLE is a textile printing manual carousel equipped 
with double color deck. The TEXWORK DOUBLE has the capacity to install 
several special pallets such as : umbrellas; sleeves; jackets; caps; vacuum 
pallet and others. The TEXWORK DOUBLE is the equipped with micro 
registers in each color.

AIRDRYER 3M
The AIRDRYER 3M is a drying tunnel suitable to dry plastisol inks; 
water base or solvent inks. The AIRDRYER 3M is equipped with “a” hot 
air turbine that will work in a close loop air circuit for maximum drying 
capacity for water base and other types of ink.

AIR DRYER 3M + ASP AIR DRYER 2M
The TEXWORK DOUBLE is a textile printing manual carousel equipped with double color deck. 
The TEXWORK DOUBLE has the capacity to install several special pallets such as : umbrellas; 
sleeves; jackets; caps; vacuum pallet and others. The TEXWORK DOUBLE is the equipped with 
micro registers in each color.

INFRA DRYER 3M
The INFRADRYER ECO is a drying tunnel equipped suitable to dry plastisol 
inks; water base or solvent inks. The INFRADRYER ECO is equipped with 
hot air turbine that will work in close loop air circuit so you have maximum 
drying capacity in water base drying and other type of inks.
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AKORN 2M
The TEXWORK DOUBLE is a textile printing manual carousel equipped 
with double color deck. The TEXWORK DOUBLE has the capacity to install 
several special pallets such as : umbrellas; sleeves; jackets; caps; vacuum 
pallet and others. The TEXWORK DOUBLE is the equipped with micro 
registers in each color.

AIR DRYER DOUBLE
The AIRDRYER DOUBLE is a drying tunnel suitable to dry the inks printed 
in DIRECT TO GARMENT (DTG). The AKORN DOUBLE is equipped with 
hot air turbine that will work in close loop air circuit so you have maximum 
drying capacity when working in the drying process from DIRECT TO 
GARMENT (DTG) inks. The AIRDRYER DOUBLE is also equipped with a 
double level belt system for minimum space occupation with the largest 
possible heat area. The AIRDRYER DOUBLE is also a drying tunnel 100% 
hot air.

CALMATECH JUNIOR
The Calmatech Junior is a compact tunnel dryer designed to cure inks 
on a range of materials and products. The Junior utilizes an airflow plate 
designed to ensure the entire drying surface is evenly heated. The metal 
filter ensures very little maintenance and cleaning is required. Should 
cleaning be required anyway, the power assisted hood makes this very 
easy. The Junior is CE compilant.

 › JUNIOR S  
 › ELECTRIC HEATED 
 › EQUIPPED WITH A SIMPLE CONTROL PANEL
 › JUNIOR T 
 › ELECTRIC HEATED 
 › EQUIPPED WITH A TOUCHSCREEN HMI DISPLAY
 › FAN SPEED ADJUSTABLE
 › NOTIFICATION OF CLEANING AND MAINTENANCESCHEDULES AS WELL AS AIR 
PRESSURE
 › MONITORING AND TIME TRACKING

CALMATECH TUNNEL DRYER
The Calmatech tunnel dryer is specially designed for the cure of inks on 
various materials. This dryer is available in various dimensions due to the 
modular design. The specially developed airflow plate in this dryer ensures 
even heating over the whole drying area. Calmatech uses the latest 
burner technologies. Due to this technology and attention to fuel efficient 
design, these dryers have a proven record of low gas consumption. 
Optionally available with infrared, uv or electric elements. The tunnel is 
easily accessible for cleaning due to the fitting of power assisted hoods. 
The tunnel is equipped with a touchscreen which enables you to set 
temperature and belt speed and there is a burner indicator. Remote access 
possible via a modem internet connection. In addition a heat exchanger 
can be fitted to the exhaust ducting to provide heat dur-ing cold periods. 
Provided with CE Mark.
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PLASTISOL TRANSFER FOIL
 › Brand: Coveme
 › Type: Plastisol transfer release
 › Thickness: 100 my
 › Size: 500 x 700 mm
 › Pack vol: 300 sheets

DIGITAL TRANSFER FOIL
 › Brand: Coveme
 › Type: Kemafoil transfer release
 › Thickness: 100 my
 › Size: 330 x 480 mm
 › Pack vol: 300 sheets

EMBROIDERY THREADS
Embroidery threads
We offer Well Brand Trilobal Polyester Embroidery Thread - the same 
assortment, we use for embroidery orders.

 › Free from AZO and harmful substances
 › ISO and Oeko-Tex standard
 › Having trilobal characteristics, excellent durability and colourfullness
 › Superior strength
 › High suitability
 › High productivity
 › Highy lustrous
 › Colour fastness 4/5 (good) 

 › APPROX. DTEX (g/10000m) 120DX2
 › AVERAGE STRENGTH (cN) 975
 › Average elogation (%) 26
 › Shrinkage (Dry at 150C) 0.6%
 › Fastness (washing) ISO4-5
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